
Gidgegannup Fire News and Advice Sept 2015

Important dates
1st Oct Start of Restricted Burning Season - Permits required
2nd Nov Firebreaks AND Building Protection Zones must be in place
1st Dec Start of Prohibited Burning Season - unless brought forward by seasonal conditions

This month
Current Seasonal Status
Burning checklist
Protective clothing
Restricted Burning Season coming up
Reporting Fires and avoiding False Alarms 
Having your own fire unit

Current Seasonal Status
We are currently outside the Restricted Burning Season, and permits are not required until 1st Oct.
Your pre-season preparations should be well underway by now, including preparing your Building
Protection Zone, fire fighting gear etc. This can be a great time of year to do extensive safe burning to
reduce your fuel loads for summer, especially after a few dry days. However  not requiring a permit
doesn't mean that you can escape responsibility for any consequences from your burn - see checklist
below. 

If you plan to do some burning- 
Notify  DFES Comcentre (1800 198 140) immediately before lighting up - irrespective of time of
year or whether a permit is required. They will take details and register the burn. This hopefully
means that if a well meaning individual sees it and dials 000, DFES Comcentre will be able to
crosscheck against the burn register,  call you if in doubt (ie caller panicking) and avoid unnecessary
brigade callouts. These can be frequent during the Restricted Burning Season.
You should also notify your neighbours in advance to avoid false alarms or bad relations.
Pre- burn safety checklist

• Is burning legal at this time? - not at all during Prohibited Burning Season
• Is a Permit to Burn required? - for most burns during the Restricted Burning Season
• Is what I plan well within my capabilities? - if not seek advice from Brigades
• Is it a burn with which my neighbours can assist, and I in turn assist them?
• Is there a suitable buffer around what I am burning? - eg breaks/ green paddocks etc
• Have I an effective means of suppression? - eg fire unit or high capacity hose which

will reach well beyond the burn area
• Do I have protective clothing?
• How will what I am doing affect neighbours, roads etc? - eg if smoke contributes to a

traffic accident, you might be prosecuted/sued.
• What is my plan if I lose control of the burn? - just saying I will call 000 is not

acceptable, you need to have some backup plan that you can implement as well
• Have I notified DFES Comcentre, neighbours etc?
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Protective clothing while fighting fires or carrying out burning.
How often have we seen news reports with images of people fighting fires with buckets and dressed
in shorts, thongs, and sometimes not even singlets. These people are taking a terrible risk. Radiant
heat from fire is extremely damaging to the human body and a proven killer in bushfires. It can cause
skin damage even with milder fires. Therefore you should be appropriately dressed when burning or
dealing with fire. 
The first rule is no synthetics, these can either melt or burn, use only cotton or wool for clothing, and
leather for boots and gloves. You should have long sleeves and trousers, or full overalls. Leather boots
are essential. You can use a cotton scarf to cover most of your face and throat. A smoke or particle
mask  can make it far easier and safe for you to breathe. 
Joggers being largely synthetic can lead to serious injury and contributed to deaths during Black
Saturday when people tried to escape across hot ground.
Exceptions to synthetics can be safety glasses or smoke goggles which should be worn to protect
eyes, and a safety helmet where there is a risk of branches falling.

Restricted Burning Season 1st Oct to 30th Nov (unless shortened due to seasonal conditions)
Permits will be available on Saturdays from 26th Sept between 08:30 and 10:00 am at the Gidge Fire
Shed.  

Reporting Fires
 If you believe a fire is unsafe,  out of control or illegal, you should report it by dialling 000. Make
sure you give as accurate as possible location if you do phone 000. There is nothing more frustrating
than trying to find a small fire "somewhere near Toodyay rd". Street numbers NOT Lot numbers
should be used if at all possible, also reference to the nearest intersection or significant geographical
feature. 

Avoiding False Alarms - and unnecessary Brigade turnouts
However you should bear in mind that during autumn, drier spells in winter, and in spring, there are
many safe and legal burning activities carried out. Please make an effort  to avoid false alarms as they
cause unnecessary loss of time and frustration to our Volunteers - see sections below. 
If you see a fire - ask yourself

• do you think it is illegal, ie contrary to seasonal restrictions or prohibitions? 
• does it look unusual for the place and time of year?
• do you believe it is unsafe/out of control/threatening anyone?
• does it look like someone may be in attendance? - remember they might not always

be visible for reasons such as nipping back to the house for a cuppa or toilet break,
they may be around the far side, or off refilling a fire unit with water. 

• is it actively running or just smouldering. On colder nights , even larger fires which
are no longer running can sometimes be safely left unattended for long periods with
just occasional patrols. 

• can you narrow down the location of the fire or is it just smoke drift from a distant
fire?

Unfortunately in this age of instant communications, some people react instantly by ringing 000
without thinking or making at least simple checks.
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Having your own fire unit - why should you?
With faster moving or large bushfires you may not get help before the fire arrives. Brigades take time
to mobilise and travel to an incident. 20 mins is realistic for FIRST arrivals and in extreme cases you
may get no help for many hours, as there may be far fewer fire units available than homes to protect. 
An appropriate private fire unit operated by people who are fit, motivated, and dressed in suitable
protective clothing, could make a major difference between success and failure when protecting your
family and home. It is also fairly essential for any hazard reduction burning involving running fire or
large heaps and will probably be a requirement of any permit issued for that burn.
It is also a useful tool for carting water for stock and plants, dust suppression, building etc etc. 
Seek advice from the many suppliers around, also your local Brigades can offer advice on the
configuration (vehicle or trailer mounted) which best suits your circumstances.

Recommended Specifications for Private Fire Units
In the interests of your own safety you should try as much as is practicable under your circumstances
to meet the standards below even if you intend to use your unit only to defend your own house. 
Private Units - should have a minimum 400 lts water, a reliable petrol or diesel fire fighter pump,
minimum 15 metres of 20mm ID hose and an adjustable jet/spray nozzle. The tank and fittings should
be securely fastened. Vehicles and trailers must be licensed, roadworthy and not overloaded if used on
the road. Vehicles should have a UHF CB radio, roof mounted amber rotating beacon, first aid kit, and
woollen blanket for each crew person. All modern Brigade units have UHF CB facility as well as
other radios and can communicate with you when required.
Crews on private units- should be properly dressed, ie long sleeved/long trousers (cotton or wool)
clothing, safety or bush fire fighting helmet, leather boots, leather gloves, safety glasses or smoke
goggles. It's a good idea to have a soft grab bag with all this kit inside handy and ready for use.
Once Brigades take over a fire the Incident Controller has complete authority and will almost
certainly order off the fire ground any private units and crews not essentially meeting these standards.
If assisting Brigades, private unit crews must agree to follow the instructions of the Incident
Controller and delegated Sector Commanders etc and to work as part of the team.
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